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NO. 6

CAMPER ACTIVITIES IN YOSEMITE VALLEY

By Ranger Lemuel A . Garrison

An analysis of the travel into Yo- asked—"Why do you want to camp
.mite National Park during 1938 in Yosemite Valley?"—many of the
s owed that 41 per cent were one- visitors would be unable to formulate

ay visitors, 33 per cent stayed at a truthful and satisfactory reply.
toe Park Operator's units, and 26 They quite honestly don't know ex-
,.er cent stayed in the free public actly why they come in. Rather, an
amp grounds. However, when the indirect approach was used—to find

i ngth of stay of all three groups was out what the campers did and then
onsidered, a totally different pic- assume that these things were the
re developed . Out of the 1,233,500 ones that interested them the most.

- :sitor days in Yosemite Valley be-

	

No effort was made to contact all
-: •een May 1 and September 30, the of the campers . In 1938 the ques-

' ompers in free camp grounds with tionnaire covered only 1572 cases—
' .eir longer average stay, accounted about two per cent of the campers.
' : r 59 per cent of the total days use ; To obtain this many samples, 2140
Loose who stayed at the Park Oper- papers were distributed, giving us a
.or's units accounted for 28 per return of 74 per cent which is very
ent; while the one-day trippers high for this type of survey . It is a
copped to 13 per cent. Thus, it rood indication of public coopera-

:• : ould seem that in any study of the tion.
roblem of overcrowding in Yosem- In distributing the questionnaires,
e Valley, it would have a direct a carefully prepared schedule was

-aring if we could determine the followed which took account of three
ppeals that brought in the close to variables as determined from the

5],000 campers and led them to stay 1937 statistics . First : the percentage
on average of nearly 7 days apiece . of the total population in the differ-

With this thought in mind, during ent camps, thus allowing for any dif-
t e summers of 1937 and 1938, ques- ferences in the quality of population.
tionnaires were distributed to the Second : the week of the camping
.mpers to try to determine their in- season in case there should be any

rests . If a direct question were difference in the class of campers at
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different times during the summer .

	

"Do you have a campfire of y, ill
Third: the day of the week, to dis- own in the evening? ( ) Yes !
tinguish between the mid-week and No ."
week-end visitors, and sample them

	

Fifty-two per cent indicated I, 1(

both alike .

	

they had an evening campfire
When a test of this type is used per cent did not, and 6 per cell'

more than once, the correlation be- not answer the question . Cer1, . : : . . r I

tween the results of different samp- this is an interesting item . It

lings, or between the samplings of ably illustrates more clearly I f e t

different years, is a fairly reliable in- any other one the extreme chari,t
dex to the adequacy of the sampling there have been in camping he 61

and the reliability of the results. in the past twenty years . Former

Using this criterion, the correlation
of .968 between the 1937 and 1938
results would indicate that this test
has rneasured fairly accurately the

activities of the Yosemite Valley
campers.

Prior to the listing of the general

activities, some questions were in-
cluded on which information was
wanted. Question 1 asked:

"For cooking do you use ( ) Gas-
oline Stove ( ) Campfire ( ) Both?"

The results show that 57 per cent
of all campers used gasoline stoves
exclusively, 16 per cent a campfire,

and 23 per cent both . Miscellaneous the communal spirit of sitting r 1,11

and no answer—4 per cent . The in- an evening campfire, talking,
teresting thing on this tabulation is ing, and telling fish stories, was ~ry

that 80 per cent of the campers at sidered one of the prime advant, l, I

least had gasoline stoves with them . of going camping. However, tf
This figure was exactly the same in present condition is right in line wl
the 1937 questionnaire. Of course, modern social trends which do n
the shortage of firewood in Yosemite give much emphasis to self enters, rl

Valley may have something to do ment in the evening, or any elf'
with the number of people coming time . Obviously if 42 per cent d,
here who bring stoves with them, have evening campfires, this sail
and this percentage might not be 42 per cent must not stay "at home
applicable to campgrounds in other in the evening . And, if they do rt
areas .

	

stay at home, they must go to sot

Part 2 of the same question asked : of the entertainments provide I
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ks, programs, dances, and shows . logical that the acceptance of over-
rid, there are some advantages to crowding, and the casual toleration
, It reduces the number of fires and of camp surroundings far removed

e consequent scattering of ashes from the normal forest environment

hich are detrimental to tree growth . they supposedly come to seek, is at

lso it provides an opportunity to least in part a responsibility of the
xpose these visitors to some of our Park Service . The people don ' t know

• ucational efforts . any better, merely taking what is of-
These figures are particularly in- fered . If many of them were forced

resting in connection with plan- to move to a really isolated spot, it
ng any campground layouts . Ob- would scare them out . Observation
Iously each camp will not need a further bears this out . In the fall,

•oking type of fireplace . Possibly when camps become scattered,
e best equipment would be a fire many people move just to be near

.yout that could be used either for to other camps.
•oking or an open fire in the eve-

	

Also, if this observed increase of
ing, with fires confined to these the percentage of repeaters is a true

laces only .

	

increase and not a minor fluctuation
Question 2: due to inadequate sampling, we
"Have you ever camped before in may expect an increase of campers

osemite Valley? ( ) Yes ( ) No . year by year, assuming that the

How many times?" number of new-corners remains
On the 1938 questionnaire, 54 per about constant . This makes a study
-nt had camped here before as of what they do and why they come

ompared with 51 per cent in 1937 . of even more interest to the park ad-

o 1938, 43 per cent had not camped ministration.
ere before, and 48 per cent in 1937 . Question 3 asked for an indica-
he balance did not answer the tion of age group. Results were : No
uestion. Average number of times answer, 2 per cent ; over 50, 16 per

as 3 .67 for the 1938 group, and 3 .36 cent; 31-50, 46 per cent; 26-30, 13
or the 1937 group. One interpreta- per cent ; 21-25, 13 per cent; 15-20, 10
ion of these figures would be that per cent . One reason for getting this

he percentage of our "permanent" data was to determine if the young-

. mp population is increasing slight- er part of the campground popula-
y and along with that is a normal tion—15-20—was really as high a
ncrease in the average number of percentage as it seemed or if they

isits . Apparently those who come were mainly conspicuous by reason

n time after time must be satisfied . of their greater activity, noise, and
igures from the 1937 questionnaire spectacular dress . A Forest Service
ndicate that I 1 per cent of all camp- Questionnaire used in 1937 gave
rs had never been camping before . only 7 per cent for this group . It
easoning from this, it would seem would have seemed reasonable to
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assume that this figure was off by at in Yosemite Valley, the responsihi
least 15 per cent . However, these ity for this misapprehension is not .
figures indicate that the juveniles are the rs . There has been no oppoitu
really only a minor part of the camp nity to learn anything different.
population picture . By comparison,

	

Further along this line, the carnl r'r
the 1930 census figures give 9 .5 per in camps 12 and 11 furnish the nip
cent as the number in this age jority of those voting for a " qui,,l '
group .

	

campground. Relatively spea I: In tl,
Question 4 :

	

camps 11 and 12 are more quiet t I

"In choosing a campground, do camp 14, yet they are still short ,;
you prefer one that is ( ) 1, busy an ideally isolated camp . Thus, w
and near the center of things, or ( ) have campers coming in here he
2, quiet, several miles from a recre- cause it is a busy place with hi, In

ational center?"

	

things to do located in one ar,•
On this question the answers were while others come in sincere in tlnrl,

about even, with a slight majority belief that because they go acr
preferring the "'busy" campgrounds . the river or the road to camps 11 , rrr(l
The results in 1937 were the same . 12, they are in a quiet place. It l,r, n

There does not seem to be much vides considerable insight into the
room for doubt that the Yosemite mental processes of the camper :, to
Valley campgrounds are "Busy and learn this.

near the center of things" rather than

	

Question 5:

"Quiet, several miles from a recre-

	

This question listed 15 caul!)
ational center" ; and under those cir- grounds in Yosemite National Polk,

cumstances the most obvious conclu- outside the valley, and along ant(
sion is that about half of the campers mobile roads, and asked if any
do not know what a really isolated the campers had at any time u : ;,,J
campground is like. There have these campgrounds . Twenty per cell

been a number of contributing fac- checked one or more of the outly i r r

tors to this situation . Many visitors camps. The most popular of theu ;n
date their camping experience to the camps in the order' named w, rek

`construction of good roads to the Tuolumne Meadows, M a r i p o ' i
mountains, bringing crowds that Grove, Tenaya Lake, Glacier Porn'

overloaded the existing camp- Wawona, White Wolf, and Yosen t,'
grounds . And, as new campgrounds Creek.
were opened, even if there was Part 2 of the same question ask,'
room for only very few campsites, reasons for camping in the valley
these were put right beside each this time if the camper had checked
other for greater ease of administra- the first part of the question . Eight
tion. So, again, if many of the visi- reasons were given for checkirr,l,
tors think they are in a really quiet with write-ins requested. Of the H
and isolated spot when they camp listed, the 3 most outstanding wen ,
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re diversified recreation for all the same attractions must be installed in
liy, more conven i ences, and a reasonable amount, or the valley en-

•re extensive naturalist program . tertainment curtailed.
allowing were: better recreation

	

Question 6:

ovided for children, more corn- This question listed 23 activities
any, dances, bears less bothersome and asked for check marks to indi-
an in outlying camps, and better cote in which of them the visitor par-
• vertised . The write-ins were spo- ticipated while in the valley . Since
-die, totaling only 25 . Of these, 7 the correlation between this list in
ote in "I like it," evidently a 1938 and the one in 1937 is .968, the

.gue, nostalgic sort of feeling to- 1937 list is omitted, and only the 1933
ards the place.

These results tend to prove what
as suspected—that the lure of the
osemite Valley campgrounds are

ainly in the things to do, and the
•nveniences provided . Good roads,
' ped water, and modern comfort
ations seem to outweigh the call of

e wild in most campers' minds. The
.siest thing to do is the one that

ets done . Consequently, the easiest
•lace to drive, and the one where

ere is the least thinking to do about
-creation is the one that is used.
his throws some light on the prob-

-m of encouraging the use of the
•utlying camps . To accomplish much
'long these lines it will probably be
,ecessary to make these camps seem

•s attractive as Yosemite Valley.
his attraction would not be limited
o the provision of all the physical
etails of a well equipped camp, but

ould include things to do—drives,
ikes, and programs. After all, one

•f Yosemite's chief charms is that it
s almost an ideal camping place for

amines. There are recreations

.eared to every age group . If the

.utlying camps are to compete with
he valley attractions, either these

Yosemite Museum Much Visited

rating given here. Museum Visits
came first in visitor participation with

80 per cent. This was followed by
Hikes With Own Party, 75 per cent;
Drives to Scenic Points, 71 per cent;
Bear Feeding and Talks, 69 per cent;

Just Resting, 62 per .cent ; Camp 14'
Program, 57 per cent; .Visit Museum
Garden, 55 per cent; Campfire Pro-
gram, Own Campground, 53 per
cent; Camp Curry Program, 53 per
cent ; Visit Indian Demonstration, 51
per cent ; and Swimming in the River,
50 per cent .
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Following these first 11 items, there camp 7 who voted 65 per cent y
was a definite break in the percent- favor of a busy camp . Also there
ages. Fishing interested 21 per cent no appreciable difference in thtl
as did Dances . Twenty per cent quality of the activities they Ilk
Read in the Museum Library. The This further bears out the idea the
same number—l7 per cent — went the majority of those who state tlid
Bicycling a n d Attended Nature they favor a "quiet" campgrotrn4
Hikes. Sixteen per cent joined the really don't know what they mod

Auto Caravan, and 13 per cent The average number of activill
Swam in the Lodge or Curry Pool . per person was 8.03 . On the ban
Ten per cent went to Movies, and 5 of age groups, the number of acct'
per cent on Horseback Trips . Three ities showed a steady increase ft ~i
per cent played Tennis, and 1 per 7 .40 for those over 50, to 8 .83
cent took Tours by Bus . Only 5 those 15-20 . There was no signified
Played Golf—less than one-half of 1 difference between t h e varier'
per cent .

	

campgrounds as io the number
When these items were listed by activities.

campgrounds the- average correla-

	

Question 7:
tion between the camps was .955 .

	

This question asked for clout)]
This is so high that it is safe to as- checking of the 3 items in whit:
sume that there is no great difference there was the most frequent pal tier

between the various campgrounds pation . It represents the repeat vale
as to the amount, extent, or priority of any activity . Obviously a visitO
of participation in the various activ- might like to go fishing every clay
ities . While the visitors in camp 11 while one auto caravan might sati:
voted 81 per cent in favor of a quiet him—not that he has seen it all, k it
campground, they then took part in lie has seen all that interests Mill
nearly as many activities as those in Thus, there is a qualitative different
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might normally be expected to item which is most likely to misin-

•w up in these tabulations . Also, terpretation. Observation indicates
length of stay has considerable that usually the man of the family is

wring on the results of this ques- the one who goes fishing while the
•n, but inasmuch as there were rest of the group takes in other ac-
me campers who stayed the full tivities . Thus, since father is pre-

days and double checked 4 or 5 sumably the boss and must be con-
.ms, as well as those who stayed sulted in choosing a vacation site,
ly one or two days and double fishing would play a far more impor-
ecked none at all, it was felt that tant part in the general picture than

is factor would about average up might be indicated by the number
r the data as a whole . The per- fishing.
ntages given represent the num- Further, in planning developments

er of those participating in an ac- elsewhere, care must be taken to in-

ity who then double-checked it, dude items having an appeal to the
d have no direct relation to the whole family. Of this list, the edu-

•tal number checking an item. cational opportunities for children

Hikes with Own Party, 45 per cent; offered would be quite important.

ishing, 45 per cent ; Swimming in There are few incentives more pow-

iver, 44 per cent ; Drives to Scenic erful in influencing parents than that

oints, 41 per cent ; Camp 14 Pro- of offering educational advantages

ram, 39 per cent ; Naturalist Con- for children.
ucted Hikes, 37 per cent ; Campfire Written comments were asked for

ograms, Own Campground, 36 per on every page . Thirty-nine per cent

nt; Dances, 35 per cent ; Just Rest- wrote a comment of some type.

g, 34 per cent; Curry Program, Nearly half of these implied general

orseback Trips, and Tennis 23 per approval by some phrase such as

-nt. The rest tapered on down to "Swelll " , "O .K . " , "Perfectl", or "Well

e Visits to Indian Demonstration, pleased." The rest of the comments

vith 6 per cent. were divided among criticisms of

In applying these figures, it would sanitation, roads, Yosemite Park and
eem reasonable that the activities Curry Company operations, praise
aving a high repeat value should for rangers and ranger-naturalists,

•e those stressed in any develop- and a general miscellaney of odds
sent of outstanding campgrounds and ends . Here, as in most of the

•lanned to relieve the load in Yo- items on the questionnaires, the pub-

-mite Valley. Trails for hikes— lic cooperation in filling them out

• eavy planting of fish nearby -- a was highly satisfactory.

ood swimming pool in a lake or

	

From special tabulations the fol-

tream—drives, and a campfire pro- lowing data are taken : (1) Of all

' ram area .

	

campers, 40 per cent had children of

. Of this list, fishing seems to be the school age . (2) There was an aver-
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age participation of 50 per cent in

	

Certainly campers are human be

the "Indigenous " activities: 46 per ings with human, understandable

cent in the "Educational " activities ; ; ays of thought and action . It is in

and 18 per cent in the "Exotic" types toresting to know what they conside

of activity. These figures were ex- worth doing on their visits to Yosem

actly the same on the 1937 study . (3) Valley, and still more interestinn

If only one activity was joined, "Just to get some insight into their menta

Resting" was the most frequently in- reactions to the conditions they mee

dicated . If two were marked, "Hikes while here.
with own party" were added . If three

activities were checked, there was

	

TABUCE ON SALAMANDERS
time for "Museum Visits," or "Drives By Ranger-Naturalist Lowell Adams
to Scenic Points ." If four activities
were indicated, "Visits to the area In Yosemite when we are inter
below the Old Village to see the ested in getting a unique slant c

bears and hear the talks" were add natural history we go to old Tabuce

ed to the list .

-
When a plant or animal is brought

to her attention she sometimes has
In conclusion, probably one of the an Indian name for it and often she

most interesting results of this study has an interesting anecdote to to
was the amount of camper coopera- —some experience that she has had
tion received. Most of the campers "long time ago ."
are substantial, reasonable individ- One day Tabuce came into the
uals with a feeling of love and re- Museum and I showed her some
spect for Yosemite . The manner of preserved specimens of Mount Lyell
presentation of any problem to them Salamanders . She looked at them
will largely determine the response, intently for some time and then
as they start with a very friendly at- recognized them . "Oh, sure! " Then.
titude towards the Park Service and "Long time ago way down by El
would be glad to be of help in sup- Portal, we go hunting Indian Wild
porting moves that seem reasonable. Grass . We see 'that one' (meaning
In other words, it might well be pas- the salamander) . He walk along very
sible to increase the quality of use slow (gestures with arms to imitate
in Yosemite Valley by a well thought a walking salamander) like him not
out, aggressive, educational cam- go far . He (an Indian companion)

paign. Certainly some of the prob- say not kill that one . Him bad one
lems now facing the National Park But I not know that so I picked up
Service, both in the campgrounds a stick and kill him. Right away boo-

and in other areas, might be amelio- pa-oo-cha (rain) come . We get all
rated by presenting them and a pro- wet!" Here was conclusive proof for
posed solution to the people who Tabuce that the salamander was a ,
create them .

	

"bad one ."
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